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Modding has been a huge part of the Grand Theft Auto games on PC ever since Grand Theft Auto III debuted a then-new 3D engine and a much larger world. Because Rockstar doesn’t provide any kind of formal editing tools, however, the end-user community took it upon themselves to create the necessary software.One of the most popular editing
suites used in GTA V was a program called OpenIV, which supported database manipulation and could be used to create a vast range of gameplay changes, effects, and content swaps. If you’ve ever seen videos of the popular Vehicle Cannon mod, you’ve got some idea of how zany some GTA V modders are (and to be fair, it looks hilarious).OpenIV has
been indispensable to the larger modding community, which why Take-Two’s recent cease-and-desist order against the mod has sent players into revolt. The makers of OpenIV announced earlier this week that they had received an order from Take-Two’s lawyers telling them to cease and desist from distributing their work. By extension, the hundreds
of mods that relied on OpenIV are no longer functional, either. Take-Two claims that the entire issue is not because they are against modding, but supposedly because OpenIV interferes with Grand Theft Auto Online. The company released a statement, saying:Take-Two’s actions were not specifically targeting single player mods. Unfortunately OpenIV
enables recent malicious mods that allow harassment of players and interfere with the GTA Online experience for everybody. We are working to figure out how we can continue to support the creative community without negatively impacting our players.This explanation hasn’t set well with many modders, who have noted that OpenIV was strictly a
single-player mod system. There’s supposedly no evidence that OpenIV interfered with GTA Online, which hasn’t really seemed to need any help from modders when it comes to being a rampant hellhole of cheats and hacks.Few would argue Take-Two doesn’t have the right to control its games and the modding situation in any way it pleases. But
Rockstar has previously been supportive of the modding community, and this C&D clearly pissed off a lot of long-term players. Mod communities tend to keep a game alive and in the public eye much longer than it might otherwise be, and this very much includes GTA V. Not all mods are banned (trainers still work in single player), but OpenIV’s
strength was its ability to manage hundreds of mods at once.PCGamer notes that modding fans have taken to Steam to vent their disapproval; only 21 percent of the 23,000 reviews left for GTA V in the past 30 days are positive. OpenIV was also used to produce machinimas based in GTA V, since it allowed for camera controls not implemented in the
included game. Mods like LSPDFR, which transform GTA V into a law enforcement simulator, required OpenIV. The software still works if you already downloaded it, but can’t be downloaded anymore. Grand Theft Auto 6, or GTA 6, is still years off at best but given the popularity of the franchise, it's no wonder that eager fans are already hungry for
any information.The last GTA title, Grand Theft Auto 5, has sold over 160 million copies, making it one of the most successful games of all time. However, it came out in 2013, so it makes sense that players are expecting a new entry soon. Rockstar Games is officially working on the next entry in the franchise, but little is known right now beyond
speculation. Even so, with how very little we know right now, we can make some educated guesses thanks to some rumors from reputable sources that are leaking, giving us a glimpse of what to expect from GTA 6.Right now, there's no telling when the release of GTA 6 will be. Tom Henderson and Jason Schreier, a reputable industry insider and
journalist respectively, have both indicated that the game is likely several years away, with a possible 2025 window.What is GTA 6?GTA 6 is the abbreviated name of the next Grand Theft Auto game, which will almost certainly be named Grand Theft Auto 6. Rockstar Games officially announced that development on the game was happening in
February 2022, though of course it has been in development for years before that soft reveal.Rockstar Games has developed some of the best Xbox games available, with the studio's most recent original game, the 2018 Western epic Red Dead Redemption 2, selling over 40 million copies since launch.Past Grand Theft Auto games have been thirdperson games with a huge emphasis on building an empire of crime and allowing players to do different jobs and pull heists in a massive, open-world sandbox setting. The Xbox One, PS4, and PC ports of Grand Theft Auto 5 introduced new features, including a first-person mode as well, something we'd expect to see stay in the next game, especially
since this first-person mode carried over into the aforementioned Red Dead Redemption 2.Where is the GTA 6 map located?Nothing has officially been announced yet, but we've got an idea of where GTA 6 is taking place. According to well-known Battlefield leaker Henderson, GTA 6 will be set in a modern day Vice City, a city that is based on Miami
and the setting for the 2002 title Grand Theft Auto: Vice City. Schreier from Bloomberg notes that this information lines up with what he has heard, with VGC's sources also backing this up.Is GTA 6 an MMO?We don't know, but there will probably be some MMO-type elements. Henderson has indicated that the map will evolve and change over time, in
line with how the map of Fortnite has radically changed across various updates. This is also in line with GTA Online, which has added new areas throughout various content updates and expansions across its long lifespan.With that in mind, it's unlikely the game will be a "true" MMO and will almost certainly allow players to enjoy the game by
themselves if they want, as Rockstar Games has a long history of providing blockbuster singleplayer experiences.Who are the GTA 6 characters?We don't know who the main protagonist(s) of GTA 6 will be yet. Some Rockstar Games opt for a single main character, while Grand Theft Auto 5 allowed players to alternate between three different leads:
Franklin Clinton, Michael De Santa and Trevor Philips. It's possible we could get just one main character again like past games, or multiple protagonists like in Grand Theft Auto 5. We'll have to wait and see what Rockstar opts to do here.Will GTA 6 connect to the new version of Grand Theft Auto 5?Rockstar Games is publishing a new version of
Grand Theft Auto 5 for the Xbox Series X, Xbox Series S, and PS5. It was originally scheduled to launch on Nov. 11, 2021, but was since delayed to March 15, 2022, with Rockstar Games announcing the delay during the September 2021 PlayStation Showcase.This version of the game comes with 4K and 60 FPS modes, alongside faster loading by
tapping into the consoles' ultra-fast internal SSDs, alongside other features such as using the PS5 DualSense haptic feedback and adaptive triggers. There will also be a standalone version of GTA Online that's free for PS5 owners to keep if they redeem it within the first three months.It's possible that Rockstar Games is using this port to explore
features of the newest consoles and that different features will be carried over into GTA 6, but this is only speculation.What platforms is GTA 6 coming to?Source: Rockstar Games (Image credit: Source: Rockstar Games)Given how far out this game is and taking into account the patterns of past Rockstar Games, GTA 6 is almost certainly coming to the
Xbox Series X, Xbox Series S, and PS5. A PC version will also absolutely happen, but Rockstar may choose to port the game to PC sometime after the initial console launch, as this is something of a pattern for the developer, with the company waiting and porting both Grand Theft Auto 5 and Red Dead Redemption 2 to PC around a year after the

console versions. GTA 5 already has its fair share of incredible mods, but the new Hulkbuster mod might be our favourite one so far.This goes much further than anything in GTA 5 cheats will get you. The mod recreates Iron Man's special armour from the comic books (most recently seen in Avengers: Age of Ultron) and lets you unleash total carnage
on Los Santos, chucking cars, taking down police helicopters, and just generally being a nuisance.If you want to try it for yourself, you can download the PC mod here. You can also see it in action below. Grand Theft Auto IV has a new car to steal in the form of the DMC-12 time machine. Puffy orange vest comes as standard equipment. In the world of
modding video games, YouTube user seedyrom34 is most definitely the head honcho. His work on the GTA IV game has taken off like hot cakes, capped by this latest Back to the Future conversion. A time-traveling DeLorean DMC-12 is cool enough, but the ability to play as Marty McFly? The DeLorean, much like Doc Brown's from the fantastic trilogy,
has a board in which you can move time forward or backwards and, with the flux capacitor charged and the plutonium topped up, can jump in time with the right amount of speed. Not only is this perfect for eluding law enforecement but also for leaving flaming tire tracks on the road. Seedyrom34 says you must be a modder of high skill to install it for
the PC, but he has left full details for creating it under his video. If the online gaming community is known for anything, a dedication to modifying PC games has to be its hallmark. After Grand Theft Auto V’s release this past April, players immediately set off in search of the best GTA 5 mods. It didn’t take long for the best—and perhaps craziest—
modders to concoct a range of great GTA mods, from more realistic weather to cooler cars, and even some that allow users into a GTA version of Mario Kart.Here are six of the best GTA 5 mods that offer a little for something for everyone—just as long as your graphics card can handle it. If you aren’t sure how to mod GTA 5, there are a trove of sites
that can guide you through the process:RSR_Commander via www.gta5-mods.comAside from the grit and the violence, the epic GTA franchise is known especially for its hyper-realistic renderings of cities and landscapes. The cities aren’t a one-for-one, scale-model match, but many of the details of Los Angeles can match up to the topography in the
fictional dystopia of San Andreas. One way to boost the realistic touches of GTA V is through the Real Interstate Shields mod, which provides all freeways and interstates with their real-life designations.
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